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Fiber-Reinforced Bearings (FRBs) have proven to be
a valuable rubber-based base isolation technology
in which flexible fiber reinforcements are used to
replace the steel layers commonly adopted for
the manufacturing of Laminated Rubber Bearings
(LRBs). Thanks to the low weight and cost of FRBs,
these devices could prove to be instrumental for the
promotion of base isolation applications to bridges
and buildings in seismic prone regions of the world.
This report presents the results of a large set of
Finite Element Analyses (FEAs) aimed at assessing
the performance of FRBs under combined axial and
shear loads. The effects of different magnitudes
of axial pressure, material properties, primary and
secondary shape factors of the bearings on the
stability of the devices under combined axial and
shear loads are discussed in this work.

Study Methods

FEAs. FEAs of unbonded rubber bearings with
flexible reinforcements under combined axial and
lateral load are challenging because they require
advanced numerical tools to capture highly nonlinear
phenomena such as those occurring in an FRB
under large lateral displacements and loads. The
nonlinearities include sliding of the bearing at
the contact surfaces, variation of the boundary
conditions, large strain of the elastomer and its
nearly incompressibility, and self-contact of the
edges of the bearing, which can be deformed
enough to fold over themselves. All these
phenomena have been considered for the analyses
discussed in this work. The FEAs discussed in this
study are based on two-dimensional models where
a plane strain assumption is assumed to match the
response of a rectangular or strip-type isolation
bearing loaded in shear.

Results of this work are bases on a large set of
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M I N E TA T R A N S P O R TAT I O N I N S T I T U T E
Findings

From the results of an extensive series of FEAs, the
following assertions can be made:
(i) As expected, an increase of the vertical
pressure on an FRB produces a reduction of the
peak shear deformation capacity, independently
of the aspect ratio;
(ii) The magnitude of the axial pressure modifies the
maximum horizontal displacement capacity of
the bearings. This modification is nonlinear with
the shape factor, and the type of nonlinearity
differs for lightly loaded bearings compared to
heavily loaded ones;
(iii) The peak strain and stress capacity of the
bearings increases with the shear modulus of
the rubber while being independent of the bulk
modulus of the elastomer.
The simple design formulae commonly
adopted for FRBs underestimate the
effect of the axial pressure in limiting
the lateral displacement capacity of
the bearings.

Policy Recommendations

Conclusions of this study underline that the simple design formulae commonly adopted for FRBs
underestimate the effect of the axial pressure in
limiting the lateral displacement capacity of the
bearings. Additional research is needed to extend
the results of this study to bearings of other shapes,
including circular and square isolators.
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